MULTI BLOCKER & MULTI BLOCKER MB UNDERLAYMENT INSTALLATION
Do not use this underlayment directly under ceramics, parquet, vinyl tile or vinyl sheet or
solid hardwood (nail down).

Multi Blocker Installation Instructions:
1. Before starting the installation you must ensure the subfloor is dry and clean. If the
subfloor is bare concrete you must install a vapor barrier first, or install Multi Blocker MB
2. The sub floor must be leveled. If area requires leveling it must be fixed by a professional
contractor.
3. Crumb rubber pad should be laid rubber-side down*. All seams must be placed tightly
together and use duct tape for seaming.
4. If the flooring is engineered or laminate (floating floor) the Crumb Rubber is loose laid,
does not get glued to the subfloor.
5. For glue down engineered flooring** the crumb rubber pad is glued to the subfloor using
a premium multipurpose adhesive. The engineered wood is glued to the pad using a
moisture cured urethane based adhesive.
Recommended Kraus Adhesives:
Underlayment to subfloor: KPA-302
Hardwood to underlayment: KPA-401
The referenced adhesives should be applied with a 1/16” x 1/16” x 1/16” square notched
trowel. After troweling, the adhesive must be provided the appropriate dwell time to
become tacky [before placing the cushion/underlayment]. The adhesive must transfer to
the cushion/underlayment. The adhesives should not be allowed to dry before placing the
cushion/underlayment.
* Always install black side face down when using Crumb Rubber Pad.
**The flooring manufacturer’s specifications must be followed.

Multi Blocker MB Installation Instructions:
1. Before starting the installation you must ensure the subfloor is dry and clean.
2. The sub floor must be leveled. If area requires leveling it must be fixed by a professional
contractor.
3. Multi blocker MB is only to be installed under floating floors**, and the pad must be loose
laid. Pad should be laid rubber-side down*
4. All seams must be placed tightly together and use a 2” vapor barrier tape to join seams
* Always install black side face down when using Crumb Rubber Pad.
**The flooring manufacturer’s specifications must be followed.
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